A status review of the experimental and computational work performed to support the X-33 program in the area of hypersonic boundary-layer transition is presented. Global transition fronts are visualized using thermographic phosphor measurements.
In this capacity, the program should yield the basic technical and operational data to build and fly the RLV and insure its success.
X-33 is envisioned as a onehalf-scale prototype with full traceability of the design to the RLV. Consequently, the program faces critical design deci-scale with body size, the stated goal of traceability from X-33 to RLV cannot be absolutely achieved. At most, these transition studies can help design the vehicle at hand (i.e. the X-33) and help develop the techniques to apply to RLV.
Transition effects on the TPS design and performance of RLV remain to be determined.
The onset of transition on any flight/reentry vehicle is dependent on factors such as body shape, surface roughness, and flight profile. Other less predictable effects (e.g., vibration, environment)
can also play a role. A "zeroth-order" assessment of factors under the designers' control is useful to isolate problem areas and to direct focused studies. A discussion of these in relation to the current X-33 configuration follows. Table 1 along with a note of the major changes to the outer mold lines.
Figure 1. Lockheed X-33
Aerodynamic surfaces on the X-33 vehicle include canted fins, twin vertical tails, and dual body flaps for pitch/roll control. Elevons on the fins add additional lateral/pitch control. Deflection of any control surface is a likely source of windside transition due to the adverse pressure gradient and shock discontinuity introduced at the compression (for supersonic speeds). The likelihood of transition occurring on deflected body flaps and fin elevons led the X-33 designers to assume turbulent-level heating everywhere in these areas. Given this assumption, transition on control surfaces was excluded from this study. Windward body/FinCeramic Metalhc
Figure 2. Windward surface TPS
Although the manufacturing and operational advantages of the X-33 TPS are substantial, these benefits must be measured against aerothermodynamic effects on transition and localized heating.
Step discontinuities from a paneled (tiled) construction expose the flow to distributed roughness elements and potential adverse effects.
Steps between adjoining materials and around doors introduce discrete roughness elements and the same concerns. Any single gap or step can trigger transition in the discrete sense, while the distribution ofdiscontinuities overthesurface could produce transition through a compounding effect. Thesituation is verysimilar to a conventional ceramic tile system, such as usedonShuttle, where roughness dominates thetransition process. Anadditional effect ontransition notpresent onShuttle relates tothermal expansion ofa metallic TPSthatisaptto occur forX-33.Overlapping construction oftheX-33tiles allows forexpansion; however, therapidheating pulse associated with X-33 trajectories is predicted to produce bowing ofthesurface panels. Theresult is additional surface irregularities best characterized asa"wavywall".The degree of bowing in thesurface panels canvaryoverthe surface andthetrajectory depending onthetile exposure. Naturally, thepanels mostproneto bowingarein high heating regions near thenose andleading edges orchines.
A remaining area ofconcern fortransition ontheX-33is theleeside flow. Large surface roughness andflowdisturbances associated withvents anddoorsledLockheed/Rohr to treattheleeside asfully turbulent for theTPSdesign. Thus, nostudy of leeside transition wasundertaken in this work. The necessity to delay the onset of transition is obvious.
Approach
Since the design of a vehicle's shape, structure (TPS and weight), and flight trajectory are mutually dependent on flow transition and each other, an integrated process is preferred to achieve a final design. In practice this process is difficult to accomplish because it is time consuming and expensive, so the designer is faced with accepting assumptions to minimize lag in the design cycle.
The problem is accentuated by the short-term, fast-paced nature of X-33. Nevertheless, a plan for including transition effects in the design cycle was developed as outlined below.
In assessing the TPS for X-33, a decision was made by Lockheed/Rohr to use a "worst case" trajectory for the TPS design with the knowledge that turbulent heating could be managed if it occurred below a certain Mach number and altitude range. Using the Malmstrom-4 (Old) trajectory (see Fig. 3 ) for this purpose, turbulence was assumed to occur below Mach 10 on descent.
Since this design point was used as the basis for TPS sizing, a primary task was to verify that the assumption regarding transition onset was valid. To accomplish this task, the vehicle shape was assessed using on the forebody exhibited a parabolic shape similar to the transition front measured at high angles of attack which supported its use as a correlating factor. At low angles of attack, the computed Reo/M_ contours remained parabolic and did not predict a two-lobed front. This is not surprising because none of the parameters in the con'elation could account for crossflow transition to a significant degree. In these cases, a parabolic fairing of the two-lobed fiont was used to give an average value. Tests with the Kapton tape showed it to be easily applied, non-detrimental to the phosphor coating, and robust to shear and heat stresses. The possibility of early transition on the fins (relative to the body) and the general effects of yaw and body flap deflections were concerns to be addressed.
A select number of tests (-50) were completed to investigate these issues for the conditions shown in Table 2 .
Although some differences in nose shape exist between the D-Loft and Rev C configurations, the baseline (smoothbody) transition for the Rev C models was found to occur at the same length Reynolds numbers. This con'esponds to a location further aft on the vehicle compared to the previous experiments due to the smaller scale. Regions onandaround thecanted fin wereof concern fortheTPSbecause largeroughness dueto steps between panels is expected in thearea.Also, athypersonic speeds thevehicle's bowshock liesclose to thesurface andinteracts withtheprotruding fins.Strong bow-shock/wing-shock interaction wouldbeexpected to introduce transition on boththefin surface andleading-edge attachment line.This occurs ontheShuttle Orbiter near midspan andisthought to cause transition to appear firston theoutboard wingsurface. _s Smooth-body tests withthefullconfiguration indicated that transition wouldbegin onthewindward centerline priortothefinforallconditions tested. Thus, earlytransitiononthefin doesnotappear a problem for thesmooth body.
Toassess roughness effects onthefin,aset ofqualitative testswereperformed with discrete roughness elements (Kapton tape) applied atthelocation of expected jointsand gaps inthewingrootandleading edge. At most the roughness produced heating "streaks" behind the elements as shown in the figure, in contrast, the roughness element on the vehicle forebody consistently acted as an effective trip during the same run.
From these qualitative measurements, it appears that the fin region is no more sensitive to roughness than the forebody. In future testing, the smooth body, roughness, and full body studies will be repeated using the Rev F configuration to assess changes from the D-Loft and Rev C vehicle. Initial screening will be done to determine the extent that the shape changes alter the results obtained previously and all tests will be repeated if necessary.
Transition Function
The experimental transition work presented in this paper has supported the use of an ReJM_. criterion to predict transition onset for X-33. A numerical function that uses the database of solutions was developed to provide the final transition tool. The function was derived by simple interpolation of the data to locate the altitude that transition occurs at a specified body point for all combinations of velocity and angle of attack. Figure 13 shows the function using the X-33 transition criterion (Re0/M_:=250) and a point at x/L--0.8.
The result is a fairly planar three-dimensional surface which separates laminar flow above from transitional/turbulent flow below.
In practice, the function can be used to signal transition by plotting a trajectory in this space and locating the point A constant value of Re0/M¢ _ 285 was derived from this work.
To accommodate roughness, a series of tests were used to correlate Re0/M,_ with roughness height (khS). A final value of ReffM_ = 250 was chosen as the transition criteria for X-33 based on the smooth body tests and Shuttle experience. This value also matches the ratio expected to occur in flight at the point where transition was assumed when the TPS was designed. Given this trajectory point and the correlation, an allowable roughness over the vehicle was determined.
The roughness of the actual vehicle is expected to fall below the allowable values except in the wing root and leading edgeregion;however, qualitative testsof large roughness inthose regions didnotreveal cause forconcern. Thus, thetransition pointassumed fordesign of theTPS appears tobeconservative forthetests performed todate. Additional teststo determine theeffectof distributed roughness dueto a "wavywall"frombowing of theTPS panels areplanned. Thiseffect isamajor unanswered questionatpresent. Repeat tests ofthesmooth bodyand discrete roughness models arealsoplanned using thelatest vehicle configuration. A final assessment of transition on X-33 awaits thecompletion ofthese tests.
Based onthesmooth bodyanddiscrete roughness results, anumerical function wasdeveloped toprovide a simpletransition criterion forX-33. Thefunction is useful for additional system studies andshould enable thedesigner to further tailor thcTPSandtrajectory design.
